
The Pattern Of Paradox

If.  
Well if, intentionally, you took that step backward; if, with a full deliberation, you 

managed a look behind and beyond the intertwining loop of invasive reforms; if, assertively, you 
stretched yourself in an attempt to catch a glimpse of the larger, overall picture; and if, in the 
making of so much effort?  

Ultimately you found not magic, but a viciously repeating circle.
Not a miraculous academia, but a brutally enveloping Catch-22.  
Not a simple conundrum, but a malignantly recurring pattern of paradox.
Well, you might, then?
Find yourself beginning to wonder: 
When recent publicity pointed to the miracles promised through the extension of school 

days and the elongating of school years, why, then, did so many already-in-place school reforms 
order students to stay home even as they commanded teachers to come into the school buildings 
alone?  

Why, in the name of elevating test scores, were students repeatedly ordered to skip 
school, even as, separated from their students, educators were compelled to sit through long day 
after long day of a professional development, test debriefing, exam preparation, assessment 
training, and hour upon hour of a data analysis?  

If you took an additional moment to realize that, as a result of these increasingly ordered 
non-student-contact days and repeatedly interrupted classes, teachers inside those schools most 
“benevolently” reformed were allowed, each year, less and less direct (and essentially 
contiguous) instructional time with their students – oh, surely you’d think to ask: How, then, was 
it logical to expect these same teachers to produce those loudly demanded higher test scores?

If you understood that in the name of a hard-hitting innovation lowest-income schools 
had been forced to instigate an educator loyalty to phenomenally expensive pre-scripted 
programs – inflexibly written structures bent to the fundamentals of a contextual reading and 
writing – programs which did not allow (and I am not kidding, teachers were punished for this) 
the explicit instruction of a language analysis: an in-depth language analysis which would have 
intentionally included a direct focus upon punctuation, spelling and a literary deconstruction.  

Well, surely you would find it logical to question: 
When students repeatedly earned their very low scores on the highly analytical state and 

national tests, why, then, did district leaders fuss so loudly about bad teachers?
If, over the years, you had watched districts not only threaten, but label, those teachers 

who spoke out against this forced fealty to expensively purchased, heavily pre-scripted 
programs, programs which did not directly address state testing expectations; if you had watched 
those in charge repeatedly ignore the recurrently argued evidence of a curriculum/test-
expectation disconnect brought to the table by concerned educators:*†

Well, surely you’d wonder? 
How, then, could districts brag so often, and so publicly, that their true goal was to bring 

up low-income school test scores?
If, as you heard district leaders advancing the need to punitively publish “teacher- 

produced” test scores in local newspapers, even as they grasped clumsily after ancillary funding 
in their effort to hire yet another round of short-term inexperienced administrators – poorly 
prepared school managers who, after finding themselves abruptly placed in charge of the 



complicated issues attached to attendance and discipline, repeatedly made debilitating 
management errors – well, wouldn’t you want to ask:  

Why so incessantly scapegoat educators when an inflexible administrative inexperience so 
egregiously affected these teachers’ ability to teach?

Taking additional note that, as a response to the low scores produced by English 
Language Learners, teachers pushed into reform-obligated classes had been assertively presented 
with research arguing against teaching solely for test results – compulsory meetings where a 
presented research contended, in fact, that when used with ELL students?  The test-score-focus 
approach was academically debilitating.  

Well, wouldn’t you want to know: 
Why, then, did these same teachers (employees forced into meetings, seminars and 

classes to read repeatedly that teaching to the test would be detrimental for their students' overall 
academic success) yet hear endlessly from threatening, top-down fixer administrators that 
teaching to the test was the only hope for keeping their aggressively targeted ELL-serving 
schools open?

And if, over the years?
Well if, as you had heard educational leaders speaking out about the need to summarily 

fire an always increasing number of unmistakably bad educators; if, as you had found yourself 
belligerently told by these same self-proclaimed “experts” whose power ran in a direct line up to 
the highly influential office of the President; if, as you had listened to these loudly self-decreed 
reformers making the case that our nation must rid itself of not only a couple teachers here, not 
merely a few teachers there, but forcefully and insistently eliminate whole complete schoolsful, 
all at once, all together. 

Oh, certainly you’d think to inquire:  
Why, then, did these same leaders not step up and admit to their own monumental 

culpability when, as union busting turned into a political issue, they found themselves on the 
other side of the fence blustering loudly that our nation must take care not to vilify its highly 
valued public employees. 

And if, as you fought your way through the ever-thickening smoke, you saw that those 
who had first created and now continued to uphold the invasive mandates behind a ruthless 
NCLB/R2T were repeatedly lauded as compassionate educational leaders even as their 
disruptive low-income school invasions made callously reckless bell-the-cat-unattainable goals 
into law. 

Oh, surely you’d think to ask: 
Why were these same legislators so assertively advertised as being thoughtful, caring and 

benevolent when the dictates which they so devastatingly mandated compelled teachers, students 
and communities to comply with the invasions and disruptions which then methodically 
recreated the very problems their laws had theoretically set out to eliminate.

*Heads Up: It is this exact scenario which will be replicated with the implementation of the Common Core.  
Teachers mandated to forego an explicit fact-based instruction will be pushed assertively into project-based, large-
idea teaching practices; practices that cannot easily be measured on a put-it-on-paper state testing.  The kind of 
high-stakes hold-teachers-accountable (and each year more computerized) testing which will continue to demand 
that children manifest an explicit knowledge of a fact-based instruction – the very type of fact-based instruction for 
which employees will now be humiliatingly punished by an ever growing number of highly-paid Common Core 
evaluators if utilized.



†When, not as a supplemental facilitation, but fully in place of a traditional curricula systematically bent to the 
analytical deconstruction of literature, an unbending fealty to contextual reading and writing interventions – tightly 
monitored interventions focused soley upon helping students learn to read and write more freely – produced results, 
at the same time our district’s NCLB test scores fell.  Students aided in a reading comprehension while intentionally 
kept from a rote focus upon the mechanics of writing and a literary analysis were then blithely sent off to struggle 
through the highly analytical NCLB testing.  (Their low scores to be then followed by a district-wide blame of those 
teachers who, in lieu of exercising an old-days’ analytical curriculum, had been punitively held to the non-analytical 
routines written into the intervention programs.) 


